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Abstract—Partial Discharge detection techniques strive to ensure a safe and reliable power network
by preventing power failure. In this work, electromagnetic sensing of partial discharge, in air-insulated
medium voltage switchgear (Type D24-121114 of Driescher) is considered. The partial discharges are
approximated by Gaussian sources. A versatile broadband sensor for detecting two major types of
partial discharge was designed and optimized. The antenna has low return loss and high gain over the
frequency band of corona discharge, 0.75–0.9GHz and dry band arcing, 1.25–1.4 GHz. The horn antenna
is incorporated into the medium voltage switchgear for detecting partial discharges. The analysis of
the electromagnetic field distributions generated by partial discharges in switchgear is coupled with the
sensing efficiency of the horn antenna. The results indicate a good correlation between the intensity,
location and frequency band of partial discharge and their sensing. This study provides the foundation
for a dual band detection system of partial discharge in switchgear systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Erosive discharges, also called Partial Discharges (PD), can occur in the form of cavity discharges
and surface discharges. PD is widely present within the electrical insulation of power networks,
transformers, switchgear systems, cables and windings in large motors and generators [1, 2]. These types
of discharges can lead to dielectric breakdowns and failures of high voltage components. To prevent
these types of events in switchgear systems, PD monitoring is essential. Detecting electromagnetic
(EM) radiation of PD in the ultra high frequency (UHF) band becomes one of the most widely used
measurement techniques in the world [3–5]. UHF PD detection methods can overcome known drawbacks
of other classical PD measurements, such as ‘high voltage on site commissioning tests on gas-insulated
substations’ [6]. The UHF method is used to detect PD signals in the 0.3GHz to 3GHz band due to
its lower level of noise compared to lower frequency bands used previously. The history of employing
an antenna as a UHF sensor for PD detection can be traced back to the middle 1990s [7, 8]. The
technology has recently been used for PD online monitoring [5, 9] and PD detection in systems such as
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) insulated switchgears [10, 11] and gas-insulated substations [12].

There are many different types of PD in high voltage devices [13–16]. However, the most common
types are corona discharge and dry band discharge. The increase in hydrophilic degree of insulator
surfaces, facilitates dry band arcing. The dry band arcing is responsible for a significant amount of
current flowing on the surface of insulators enhancing the likelihood of insulator failure [17, 18]. Previous
measurements used methods such as leakage current and PD detection to characterize the condition of
insulators and hence to detect dry band discharges [14, 19, 20]. The likelihood of corona discharges on
insulator surfaces and their transition to dry band arching was also studied using PD [21].

The spectra in which these discharges emit, are predominantly the 0.8 GHz to 0.9 GHz band, and
the 1.25GHz to 1.4 GHz band [14]. These wide frequency bands indicate a need for a broadband sensor
for detection. Some sensors, like monopole antennas and patch antennas, are commonly used to detect
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PD. Horn antennas, as those commonly used for radar systems [22], can be optimized for PD detection.
Furthermore, horn antennas can ensure high gain, broader bandwidth and ease of manufacturing.

This work proposes a dual band antenna for detecting two types of PD in an air-insulated medium
voltage switchgear (AIS) system. The design and optimization of the PD sensor is detailed. The
efficiency of the antenna for detecting PD in AIS is also investigated. The distribution of the electric
fields generated by the partial discharges simulated on the surfaces of insulators are analyzed. The
radiative coupling of PD signals to the horn antenna is also examined.

2. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

The design and optimization of the sensors and the study of the interaction of electromagnetic
radiation from PD, with different components in AIS, were investigated using a Finite Element Method
(FEM) [23–26], as implemented in ANSYSr High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) [27] package.

In this work, the FEM relies on an integral formulation of the variational boundary value
problem [28]. In this method the volume of interest is subdivided in surface or volume elements where
the unknown function is approximated as a polynomial. An adaptive meshing is used in the calculations.
In this manner the finite element mesh is created and automatically refined in the areas of highest error.
This allows for increasing the accuracy of the succeeding adaptive solution.

The intensity of the field over the radiation surface is used to calculate the field surrounding the
sensor. The space surrounding the antenna is divided into two domains: the near-field region and the
far-field region. The electric field E(x, y, z) external to a region bounded by a closed surface may be
written as follows:

E (x, y, z) =
∫

S

(〈jωµ0Htan〉G + 〈Etan ×∇G〉+ 〈Enormal ×∇G〉) dS (1)

In (1), S is the radiation boundary surface, µ0 the relative permeability of air, Htan the component of
the magnetic field that is tangential to the surface, Enormal the component of the electric field that is
normal to the surface, Etan the component of the electric field that is tangential to the surface, and
G = (e−jk0 |r − r0|√µrεr)/|r − r0| the Green’s function in free space. In this function, k0 = ω

√
µ0ε0

is the free space wave number, r and r0 are field points and source points on the integrated surface,
ε0 = 1/c2µ0 is the permittivity of the free space, εr is the relative permittivity of copper used for the
antenna and µr is its relative permeability.

The designs of ultra-wide-band horn antennas were detailed previously [29, 30]. Those designs refer
to frequencies above 1.5 GHz. The available horn antennas are not suitable for PD detection in the
frequency range from 0.7 to 1.4 GHz. However, they are a good foundation for the present study and
antenna design. The cut-off frequency, which is proportional to the dimensions of the waveguide of the
horn antenna, should have a lower value to ensure small return losses in the required frequency band.

The double-ridged horn antenna was designed for PD detection. The model of the optimized
double-ridged horn antenna together with the main components is presented in Figure 1. The antenna
was surrounded by an air radiation boundary condition to absorb all the outgoing radiation. In this way,
radiation is prevented from reflecting back to the antenna and used to estimate the far-field radiation
pattern.

The horn antenna was fed through a wave port, which was excited by a pin feed that creates
the electric field in the antenna. The feed is the communication point between the coaxial cable and
waveguide of the horn. A standard 50 Ω coaxial cable with inner and outer conductor radii of 1.3 and
3mm respectively, is considered to feed the horn antenna. All the antenna parameters including the
feed, waveguide, taper and ridge were optimised for dual working frequency bands of 0.75 to 0.9GHz
and 1.25 to 1.4 GHz.

It is indicated in [31] that the ratio between the dimensions of the rectangular waveguide cross-
section of the double-ridged horn is 2 : 1. After optimization in HFSS, the final small aperture is
computed to be 160mm × 74mm, as seen in Figure 1. The optimum length of the waveguide section
was calculated as 37mm. Figure 1 also shows the dimensions of the ridge section. The ridge design
is calculated in agreement with the pin feed and the frequency band. The height of the feeding pin is
equal to 2mm.
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Figure 1. Structural representation of the optimized double-ridged horn antenna surrounded by air
and bound by radiation boundary conditions.

The length of the horn is normally larger than λ/2, where λ is the wavelength of the frequency of
interest. Therefore, the total calculated length for the present case should be larger than 350 mm. After
optimization in HFSS, a length of 412 mm was obtained. When the larger aperture dimensions of the
horn are 350mm× 280mm, the performance of the double-ridged horn achieves the desired bandwidth
and gain requirements. Detailed design of the tapering of the ridges is based on results published
previously [31]. The exponential tapering of the ridges after optimization in HFSS is described by the
following equation:

y = 0.001
(
e−0.01301t + 0.02t

)
(2)

where t is the dimension of the air gap between the two ridges. The thickness of the taper is 22mm.
The reflection coefficients were calculated for different parametric sweeps of the structural

dimensions used to optimize the horn antenna. The error tolerance of the sweep calculations was
set to 0.5% and a maximum of 250 solutions were considered for the interpolation sweep.

HFSS was also used to simulate the medium voltage switchgear system (Type D 24 — 121114 of
Driescher — Compact Switchgears 24 kV) [32] with the horn antenna inside, used for PD detection. All
components of this type of switchgear have been incorporated into the simulation model (Figure 2),
including voltage transformer, current transformer, spherical terminal studs, fuse disconnectors, HV-
HBC fuse, earthing switch and all connection parts such as nails. The metallic enclosure of the
switchgear has a length of 1192 mm, a height of 1353 mm and a width of 1094mm.

The PD source is simulated numerically in the AIS by a Gaussian pulse [25] with a center frequency
of 800 MHz and a bandwidth of 200 MHz. The radius (r0) of the Gaussian beam width is 100 mm, which
corresponds with the size of the surface PD. The amplitude of the Gaussian source is 1V/m and it is
set to propagate in the x direction. For further study the central frequency is changed to 1.3 GHz in
order to detect dry band discharge arcing emitted at this frequency. All the other parameters are kept
the same as when a center frequency of 800 MHz is used. Five PD locations were considered for analysis
in the AIS.
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Figure 2. Schematical representation of the simulated system (Type D 24 — 121114 of Driescher —
Compact Switchgears 24 kV) providing a front view. (Redrawn from [33]).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The return loss (S11) result for the optimized double-ridged horn is presented in Figure 3. From the
figure, it can be seen that the double-ridged horn antenna is suitable for the two frequency bands of
interest. The spectra correspond to two frequency bands: e.g., corona discharge (0.75GHz–0.9 GHz)
and dry band arcing (1.25 GHz–1.4 GHz) respectively. The advantage of the ridged-horn antenna is
predominantly its smaller size compared to an equivalent conical horn antenna for the same frequency
and bandwidth requirements. Figure 3 shows that from about 0.75 GHz to about 1.4 GHz, S11 has
smaller values, which are predominantly below −10 dB.

To assess the efficiency of the antenna, the realized gain was calculated. Representative E-plane
radiation patterns and the realized gain at 0.8 GHz and 1.3GHz, for φ = 90◦ are presented in Figure 4.
The peak gains at 0.8 GHz and 1.3GHz are 8.53 dBi and 10.20 dBi respectively.

The distribution of the electric field in AIS and the coupled electric field to the horn antenna for

Figure 3. Optimum values of the return loss
(S11) of the double-ridged horn antenna designed
for detecting corona and dry band arcing.

Figure 4. E-plane total realized gain of the
double-ridged horn antenna at working frequency
of 0.8GHz and 1.3 GHz for φ = 90◦.
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zero phases of a PD source are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The amplitude of the PD source
E0 and the propagation direction in the x direction is shown in these figures. The maximum value of the
E-field coupled to the horn antenna for an 800MHz center frequency of the PD discharge is 67.107 V/m
(Figure 5). In Figure 6, a maximum value of 2.347V/m is found for a center frequency of 1.3 GHz. It
should be noted that in switchgear the E-field is presented with a transparent mode to increase the
visibility of its components. In Figures 5 and 6, Reference PD corresponds to PD location 1 in Figure 7.
PD2 through PD5 correspond to PD locations 2 to 5 in Figure 7.

The maximum value of the electric field when the PD is located at five different locations in the
AIS is shown in Figure 7. From the figure it can be seen that the detection of the PD location and its
amplitude is feasible. This is more evident for frequencies around 800 MHz, which are dominant for PD
activity in the power network. The unexpected amplitudes for frequencies higher than 0.9 GHz are due
to multi-path phenomena, which are expected in enclosed systems such as AIS.

Figure 5. The E field distribution in the AIS and the E-field coupled to the double-ridged horn
antenna for a PD with an 800 MHz center frequency.

Figure 6. The E-field distribution in the AIS and the E-field coupled to the double-ridged horn
antenna for a PD with a 1.3 GHz center frequency.
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Figure 7. Maximum amplitude of the electric field detected by horn antenna for PD located at five
different locations.

4. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the optimized geometrical and electromagnetic characteristics of a double-ridged
horn antenna for PD detection in the 0.75 to 0.9 GHz and 1.25 to 1.4GHz bands. Furthermore, the
antenna is used to sense spatially distributed PD in the AIS. The results highlight the potential use of
a double-ridged horn antenna for PD detection in AIS.
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